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ABSTRACT 
Radio over free space optics (Ro-FSO) is a modern communication techniques that promising a development future. In this paper, 
design Ro-FSO for simulation transmissions 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps over maximum distance are possible of FSO under clear and 
heavy fog weather condition, with compression the ability of two radio frequencies for transporting date rate along farthest link 
through FSO channel. The maximum distance of transporting 2.5 Gbps was 11.5 km by radio frequency 20 GHz opposite when 
transmissions 10 Gbps maximum link has been operated was 10.9 km by radio frequency 60 GHz under clear weather, the similar 
under heavy fog condition except decreased the distance in FSO from kilometers to a few meters. Finally, by accreditation of radio 
frequency  bandwidth  GHz  for  carrying  information  Gbps  placed  on  optical  wave to be transmitted over optical channel FSO is 
 influenced by many factors of turbulence and weather attenuation. 

 

 noise ratio (SNR), to FSO), radio frequency (RF), signal-tics (Roradio over free space opKEYWORDS: 

and bit rate error (BER).  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Free space optical (FSO) communication is rapid transmission of light in open air instead of glass or other 

medium from one point to another [1]. FSO consist many advantages which are high security, broad band 

capacity, unlicensed operation, and low cost. FSO was used instead of optical fiber to save time and cost over 

long distance. Although of their (FSO) advantage there are some flaws that prevent its development.  First, the 

line of sight (LOS) in transmission signal. Second, it's very sensitive to weather condition which is (atmospheric 

attenuation and atmospheric turbulence) [2]. Atmosphere attenuation includes fog, haze, rain, and smock….ect. 

For FSO system the fog is the major source of attenuations in Austria fog attenuation reach (up to 100 dB/km) 

[3]. RF system the rain is the major source of attenuations reach (up to 25 dB/km) [4]. The atmosphere 

turbulence is a refraction index variation due to random changing in temperature and pressure leading to fading 

of transmission path called scintillation [5].  Radio frequency (RF) is an electromagnetic wave system that used 

in communication (3kHz_300GHz) range that RF system could operate. The broadband RF wireless 

communication network called millimeter wave (mm-wavelength) have high capacity for transmissions. The 

more broadband bandwidth means highest frequencies, which increasing the ability of carrying data rate. 

However, the high frequency signals facing more loss which reduce the transmission distance while low 

frequency signals has lower losses made it wandering longest link [6].  Ro-FSO technology is a solution for 

many problems removing RF spectrum overcrowding in current wireless network by placed RF signals on 

optical wave [7, 8]. And has much of specification, it ability of send RF signals on optical carrier with low 

power exhaustion, high band width, low attenuation, and without need of using optical fiber [9]. This paper is 
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design Ro-FSO system, investigations for first time the radio frequencies by carrying 2.5 Gbps and 10Gbps data 

rate over maximum link of FSO under clear air and heavy fog weather condition. The arrangements of this paper 

are, in section2, explain mathematical consideration, section3, illustrates Ro-FSO design, section4, about result 

and discussion, and section5, is the conclusion. 

 

Mathematical consideration: 

In FSO communication system design which has equation must be considered to collect better result. This 

called FSO link equation [10]. 

            (1) 

 

Where Pr: received power, Pt: transmitter power (in dBm), dr & dt the received and transmitted aperture (in 

cm), θ: divergence angle (in mrad), R: range link (in km), α: atmosphere attenuation. In relation fog, rain, and 

haze are atmospheric attenuation it's important to be taken into account of FSO system.                                           

Fog is the most serious attenuation for FSO system due interaction of particles size of fog which is similar 

to the transmission wavelength source called scattering attenuation [11].                     

The visibility data is the most mutual way to determine the attenuation due to fog, there are many models to 

determine the attenuation depend on visibility such as Kims [12], Kurse [13], Al Nabulsi [14]. 

                                                                                            (2) 

 

 

 

              1.6              (v>50km) 

  

             1.3              (6km<v<50km) 

 

 

q =          0.16v+0.34    (1km<v<6km) 

 

                 V-0.5           (0.5km<v<1km) 

 

                0               (v<0.5km) 

 

 

Where v: visibility (km), q: is the particle size.   

 

3. Design analysis: 

The Ro-FSO system was designed by optisystem v7.0, that shown in figure (1). This design consist 

transmitter, FSO channel, receiver.  

Transmitter section consisting pseudo random bit sequence generator (PRBS), and non return to zero pulse 

generator (NRZ) which are generated the digital information (data rate) to modulated on high radio frequency 

by amplitude modulator (AM), output an electrical signal. The electrical signal and CW Laser source are apply 

to MZM, mach-zender modulator have two input arms (one modulated electrical signal arm and one un-

modulated optical wave arm) these arms combiner together at output [15]. The output optical signal passes over 

FSO under weather condition. The receiver section consists of optical amplifier, APD photodiode, BPF to 

extract the transmitted RF, and De-modulator for extracting input data. 

This design using constant parameter is fixed in table (1).    

 
Table 1: Fixed value of simulation Ro-FSO design. 

1550 nm Source wavelength 

10 dBm Source transmit power 

1 MHz Source transmit line width 

5 cm Transmitter aperture diameter  

20 cm Receiver aperture diameter 

1.5 mrad Divergence angle  
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Fig. 1: Typical Ro-FSO simulation system. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The values of weather condition were operated from [16]. 

 
Table 2: The results that provide of transmitted 2.5 Gbps at maximum link. 

W. C  α(dB/km) 

 

RF(GHz) Max link BER Q.factor 

Clear air 0.43 5×  20 

60 

11.5 km 

10.9 km 
6.9×  

9.5×  

6.056 

6.003 

Heavy fog 113.2 1×  20 

60 

310 m 

300 m 
1.1×  

6.9×  

6.344 

6.758 

 

Table 3: The results that provide of transmitted 10 Gbps at maximum link. 

W. C  α(dB/km) 

 

RF(GHz) Max link BER Q.factor 

Clear air 0.43 5×  20 
60 

7 km 
7.3 km 

5.9×  

8.9×  

6.080 
6.013 

Heavy fog 113.2 1×  20 
60 

260 m 
270 m 

1.3×  

2.9×  

6.987 
6.192 

 

From the two tables know that distance of FSO inversely proportional with bit rate. In table (2) transporting 

of low bit rate 2.5 Gbps by using two RF modulations with the same optical wavelength (1550 nm) to transmit 

through FSO, firstly by 20 GHz RF could operated longest distance compared with 60 GHz. In contrast, table 

(3) of transporting high bit rate 10 Gbps noticed that RF 60 GHz could operate the longest distance of FSO than 

20 GHz. The reason behind this difference is the broad bandwidth of high radio frequency, high frequency 

capable of carrying more data than low radio frequencies [6].  

Figure (2) showing the difference effect between two radio frequencies (20 and 60) GHz by clarification the 

relation between Q.factor and distance of FSO can operated to transporting 2.5 Gbps. First, in clear air when 

using RF 20 GHz maximum distance was 11.5 km where Q.factor is acceptable 6.056 when increasing the 

distance the Q.f become un-acceptable, while RF 60 GHz the maximum distance could operate was 10.9 km 

with Q.f equal 6.003. Second, in heavy fog weather condition because of high attenuation RF 20 GHz can 

operate only 310 m where RF 60 GHz could manage only 300 m. That because the lowest RF signal carrying 

low bit rate can travel through long link this agrees with [6].  

Figure (3) demonstrates the two radio frequencies (20 and 60) GHz by curve explaining relation between 

Q.factor and distance of FSO when transporting 10 Gbps. First, in clear air weather condition the acceptable 

maximum distance was 7.3 km operated by RF 60 GHz where Q.factor 6.031 when increasing the distance the 

Q.f was un acceptable, while RF 20 GHz could has a maximum distance 7 km with Q.f was 6.080. Second, in 
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heavy fog RF 60 GHz can operate 270 m maximum link and the RF 20 GHz 260 m because the optical 

transmission signal highly attenuated. That because the capacity bandwidth of highest RF signals carrying 

information more than the less RF signal that make it travel a little further link. 

Figure (4) illustrates the eye diagram for transmission 10Gbps bit rate with RF 60GHz over (A) 300m of 

FSO and (B) 270m of FSO, under heavy fog weather condition. 

 

 
A: Clear air 

 
B: Heavy fog 

Fig. 2: A. clear air B. heavy fog 

 

 
 

A: Clear air 
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B: heavy fog 

 

Fig. 3: a. clear air b. heavy fog 

 

 
A: at 300m in heavy fog                                                          B: at 270 m in heavy fog 

 

Fig. 4: Eye diagram for A. un-acceptable link, B. acceptable max link (for RF 60GHz) 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper the different value of information 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps data has been transmission under 

clear air and heavy fog weather condition by Ro-FSO communication design system. First, 2.5 Gbps has been 

placed on 20 GHz of radio frequency then modulated with 1550 nm laser source, this process have been 

repeated with higher radio frequency 60 GHz instead of 20 GHz. Second, with the same steps of processes first 

the 20 and 60 GHz has been used for transmission 10 Gbps of information. It's found that RF 20 GHz transfer 

2.5 Gbps over longest distance of FSO compared with 60 GHz, and RF 60 GHz transfer 10 Gbps over long 

distance than 20 GHz. Thus due to the wider bandwidth of highest radio frequency make it enable of carrying 

high data rate. 

The future work is using WDM in Ro-FSO system to increase the transmission bit rate with different value 

of RF signal transporting in the same time. 
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